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PROGRAM CLOSES
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commendary paragraph was included in a recent letter from Rear
Admiral --William - M. Fecheteler,
assistant chief of naval personnel,
U. S. N. to President Howard F.
Lowry.
'
The Naval Academic Refresher
Unit
will be officially fin- ished at The College of Wooster

'The' Nawr Department is deeo- lv aDDreciative of the solendid con
By ROBERT TUCKER
tribution Tht College of - Wooster
" OCT. 12
Indictment against has made to the war effort in tur- top Nay 24 ready. Okinawa ty- nishing its facilities and services to
J.

phoon casualties listed as 69 dead.
Secret of E.T.O. "death bombers"
revealed. Senate gets five billion
tax reduction bill.-

the training of naval personnel.
Your institution may be justly
proud of the part it played in the
victory which has been won." This
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forces cut in U. S. steel output.
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College Celebrates 26th Home - coming
.

Pierre Laval
in Paris. War trials delayed
three days. British halt native attempt to capture air strip at Saigon.
Bricker favored in GOP straw
poll.
15

exe-cute-

Speech Department Presents "Blithe Spirit"
Scots Play Capital U, in Annual Event

d

)

Homecoming festivities begin this evening at 7 with an all'college
pep rally. Led by the Scot band in uniform, the rally will'feature a bon'
fire behind Hygeia Hall and climax in a snake dance down town.
Blithe Spirit , an improbable farce by Noel Coward, takes the
.
stage at 8:00 for its first performance.
Jirprrnr- - Irrnn I J - MrK.pi - amirninrpi that manw PTSHinM
nimnt-and friends of the college are arriving for Wooster's annual Home
coming. The largest number of visitors since 1942 is expected since
transportation restrictions have ceased, said Mr. McKee.
Scots Meet Capital
s
Highlighting Saturday will be the football game in Severance
Stadium between Capital Umver'
sity and Woceter. Game time is
All College Dance
2:15. This will mark the first apof the new members of
pearance
Climaxes Week End
the Scot cheer'leading squad.

Mac Arthur declares
OCT. 16
disarmed;
Japan
praises unity of
American
command. Stettinius
chosen head of executive committee
or United Nations Preparatory
Commission. Truman and WLB
consider strike problem.
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Hungary declared

in state of seige. Communists pres
ent solid bloc in Berlin; Ike will
discourage any similar movement
in American zone UN Food and
Agricultural Organization meets in
Quebec. Navy point system re

Itvr Awn,

,

f$r

Buenos Aires in
paroxysm of demonstration and
riot. Chiang says fate of Hirohito
. shou d be eft to Jans: wants Amer
icans to invest. Congressional com
uiiLH-t- - utaio OV.1&1H1CLO uii aivjunv, tii
ergy. Enterprise at home.
18

Senate Requests
Reconsideration
Of Chapel Setup
At a recent meeting of the
Chapel Committee it was decided
to abolish all chapel announce
ments, with the exception of those
required in dire emergencies. An
nouncements in the future 'will be
made in the dorms, and by means
of a mimeographed bulletin put out
each week. This bulletin will con
tain all necessary announcements
and will quite probably be edited
by Miss Armstrong in the Dean's
office.

The discontinuing of the an
nouncements was brought on by
the desire on the part of the fao
ulty to have the chapel service
more dignified, providing a closer
tie-uwith the hymn, any pos
sible devotion, and the speaker.
p

The committee is composed of
s
hve student members, the
ldents of the four classes and
Voice representative; Dr. Lowry
(Continued on Page 4)
vice-pre-

'

.

Home'coming week end will be
climaxed by the annual dance on
Saturday evening from 8:30 to
11:30 in the college gymnasium.
Jerry Katherman, Jean Wagner,
Lillian Kesel and Jane ..Trent, the
officers of the senior class, are act'
ing as chairmen of the dance com
mittee. The members of the
are Evelyn Cotton, Anne
Landcs, Lcc. Onthankj Nancy Par
kinson, Alice Rogers, Don Shaw,
and Eloise Smith. They announce

vised.
UL-i- .

Number 5

1

foreign intervention in Yugoslav
election. Quisling death appeal re
jected. NLRB reveals request for
307 strike polls.

Mm

com-mitt-

WHAT?

By Joyce Jarman
Tonight "Blithe Spirit", the an'
nual Homecoming play, opens at
8:00 in Scott Auditorium. "Blithe
Spirit", a modern comedy by Noel
Coward, is being produced at
Wooster by special permission.
Four performances will be given
on Oct, 19, 20, 26, and 27. Star
ring in the production are Bruce
Strait, Pat Ewing, Cary March,
Kathy Wonder, Dale Blocher, Mar
tha Pratt, and Anne Austin. The
play is under the direction of Wil'
liam C. Craig and Miss Marilynn
Johnston.
In "Blithe Spirit", Noel Coward
has created ati improbable farce"
of - spiritualism and seances. It is
the story of a man and his wives,
present and past. The man, Char-le- s
Condomine (Bruce Strait), re
marries after his 'wife's, death and
settles down happily with Ruth,

his second wife (Kathy

But Elvira, the first Mrs. Condom'
(Pat Ewing), returns to haunt
the successful marriage with her
ine

Here's Welcome to You!
For the first time in three years, Wooster alumni are returning td
the campus for a peacetime Homecoming.
This is the place to welcome you all bac. We are the present
e rereaiiy
cuswaiansvj ;i ne college vjw oosicrrviniage-'o.not very different from the products of other years maybe a little
more world'conscious because we've had to be. We're still pretty sold
w

'
on Wooster.
have
But the traditional "welcome!" isn't all we
to say to you.
We owe you a statement of what xs going on here and of some of the
things we want to see happen. So let's call this an agenda for 1945-4We tvant some definite statement from the trustees about "Woos'
ter's basic tone"--. Vague generalizations aren't good enough. And may
we suggest that some of those things for which this college has tradition'
ally stood must be reexamined in the light of the world as it is OW
and WILL BE tomorrow.
,
A new stress is being put on the religiouls. But more hymns in
cnabel and credit requirements are only a sunerhaal ban ot it., we.
must loot to our values where we fall flat.
Here's an example. Our most vehement "Tp!" is directed against
drining. Is this not a negative and a very dated approach to creating
the moral person? We believe that to be ethical is to chooSe wisely.
It is the duty of this college, therefore, to stimulate level thinking
toward maing' the wise choice. This will pertain to the questions of
compulsory church the honors system and social clubs which we
hope to consider this year.
These, in addition to the atomic bomb,' discharge points, world
peaceK and whom to tae to the dance Saturday night, are some of
the thinzs the Wooster student is thinfcinz about, this beacetime
6.
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determined th4t; it shall

faculty

at a

tea and

reception in Babcock
Lounge after the game. "Blithe!
Spirit will be given at 8:15 and
at 8 : 3 Hal , Nelson and his or
chestra "will play for the Home
coming Dance in the gym. Decorations and ticket sales are in charge
of the senior class and the Student
Senate. The dance will ' last until
11:30.

Prexy Delivers Sermon

8:30-11:3-

Dr. Lean Records
Wonder).

and

Dance
President Emeritus Charles F.
WHEN? October 20,
0
Wishart will deliver the Home
WHERE? College Gym
coming sermon Sunday morning at
HOW? Street dress
11 in Westminster Church.
HOW MUCH? 1.25 per couple
An all'Cbllege sing, sponsored by
that street dress will be the rule Sunday Evening Forum, will bring
and that the price of admission will Home'coming week end to a close.
be $1.25 per couple.
The sing, led by Dave Blackshear,
As in past years Hal Nelson's will be held on the Library steps,
band will furnish the music. A
featured vocalist will be this year's
Wooster's first Home-comin- g
held in 1919 in honor of
was
added attraction.
With all navy students, returned the late Coach L. C. Boles. Since
veterans, civilian students, and then, alumni and friends of the
alumni cordially invited, a larger college have been returning for
Home'coming week end. In 1942,
crowd than ever is expected.
All seniors are urged to come to Dad's Day was combined. Before
the gym Saturday morning td help war restrictions limited attendance,
decorate. The football theme will one Saturday in the fall was set
be followed.
aside as Dad's Day.

Com toy ot The Wooiter Daily Record

"Blithe Spirit" Opens For First Night;
Cast Features Strait, Wonder, Ewing

ee

Alumni, parents,

members, will be entertained

Home-comin- g

Christmas Carol;
Shipment on Way

Dr. Delbert G. Lean's reading
of Dickens' "A Christmas Carol
Unknown to Ruth, who can' has been recorded by the Columbia
not see the ethereal Elvira, her Recording Corporation. The re
husband is being tormented. Dur- cording consists of eight sides on
ing the entire play, the ghostly ap' four 1 2 'inch discs; The records
parition is visible to no one but made on the new recording mate'
Charles and the audience. Elvira's rial, venylite, will be cased in an
presence is the result of a seance album with the Scottish plaid col
conducted for the Condomines by ors of the MacLeod clan featured
Madame Arcati, an eccentric clau on the cover. The program notes
voyant (Cary March). Despite will be written by President Low
Ruth's pleas, the Madame can't ry.
get rid of Elvira.
There will be 350 sets in the Hartman Flees Nazis
Other characters who feature in first edition of the "Carol" re Philosophy Proi Tells Personal Odyssey
this" ectoplasmic comedy are Dr. cording. The price is $7.50 per set
and Mrs. Bradman (Dale Blocher, plus postage from Wooster. It is
By Marian Stemme
regime was insanity, vicious and
be
will
that
this
edition
probable
Martha Pratt) and Edith, the maid
It would seem that we are really terrible.
autographed by Dr. Lean.
in the postwar era, and all the
(Anne Austin).
leaving Germany he
world is beating a path to Woos' wanted to come to the United
ter". One of our newest and most States, but "to do that you
must
Bowman, Marsh Plan Interview Reveals
interesting
arrivals,
firmly
now
either
have
money
rich
uncle
or
a
Senator's Policy
in the Department of Philos- in Chicago, he remarked. At the
Pre-W- ar
Size Index
ophy, is Dr. Robert S. Hartman. moment he had neither, so he con
Introducing our freshman sena'
who at 35 is already noted as a tacted the Walt Disnev offices in
The 1945 Index will return to tor, Dave PetrilJL v . last week the philosopher, lecturer and business- London, with
an eye to being their
the prewar size of lYi x V$i in." freshmen elw&xiim to represent man. He has 'studied
.five, of agent
at
bcandinavia.
He cot the
in
announced Toan Bowman editor. them in the Student Senate. Among Europe's largest universities, plus
job,
devious
through
nianeuverings
-- adynamic
"The-cove4eatherrHtlleen-J:V- J
, kto
two"oirthirsideT5f eocean7-an- d
uiab uiiiy lie iui c&pidUl
na
this oppor
take
personality,
and
we
embossed if possible. The 46 Index
holds the additional distinction of opened ofhees is Oslo, Stockholm
the
introduce
him
to
is to feature as many informal pic tunity to
speaking five major languages
and other Scandinavian cities. Lattures as possible." '
with a reading language of seven er he took over representation of
Dave, a graduate of Castle others.
A veteran, returned after four
the , FacFadden Publications, Inc.,
years as a Navy aerial photogra' Heights Military Academy in LebAs a young man in Germany, publishers of Liberty magazine. ;
pher in the Pacific, was around the anon, Tenn., was active in his
Dr. Hartman was a : very active
"I never planned anything", says
days.
the
French
Playing
piano,
anti-Na:campus for three day taking under
He wrote pamphlets and Dr. Hartman, "except getting
out
class pictures. He'll be back again horn, and tuba, he excelled highly articles and spoke widely against of Europe in order
to
continue
to take the senior portraits .and in the musical field. The band and the rising power of Hitler. He teaching and studying in Amerthe glee club gained his activating continued his fiery opposition while
club shots.
ica." That he planned well, for he
"A meeting of. all who are in attention. He also belonged to the teaching courses in the Philosophy wanted to be sure to get out when
terested in business staff will be DeMolay chapter at the Academy. of Law at- - the University of Ber- the war finally came. From 1937
called in" the near future," said
Our freshman senator has trav lin. With the inevitable seizing of on he had a standing order for a
Roberta Marsh, this year's business eled extensively in the United power by the Nazis, his position cabin on every ship that sailed
manager. "Volunteers are especiah States, likes Wooster and its spirit. became dangerous. He tells us that from Sweden. The zero hour came
ly needed.
Petrill does not want to see this it was necessary for him to learn the day after Munich and
Dr.
Roberta
only
and
dominated by cliques. He ju jitsu, to carry a gun and to
college
the
are
Joan
(Continued on Pag 4)
Index staff appointments so far. A says,' "I have seen school spirits have a bodyguard. As a last refuge
literary editor, four class editors, ruined by cliques."
of safety before leaving Germany
people for identification work, and
Friendlv and
Dave he spent four months in hiding in
Dr. Howard
several business staff heads will be wants all the freshmen to know an insane asylum in the heart of Tuesday, Oct. 23
Lowry.
named sometime in the future.
that his time as their representative Berlin. He could find little differ- The return to "the pre'war size is at their disposal. His message is: nee between the patients suffering Wednesday, Oct 24 Mr. Richard'
'
T. Gore.
is caused by the release of mate "If any of you freshmen have any irom aemsions ot grandeur inside
rials 'due to the end , of
tar suggestions, I"
and lhe,iust'te-in- Thexs.
however, are still prohibi'lto bring them to me, and I'll do sane Nazis who held power outside.
Friday,
Oct
I whatever I can for you.
26To be announced
tive on some items. ,
To Dr. Hartman the whole Nazi
x
mischief.

After
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Peron under arrest
OCT. 14
machinery
electoral
in Argentina;
n
Volume LXII
declares
badly shaken. Tito
of Subasic "framed" to draw

OCT.

ht

13

Aires leave

OCT.

training. After completion of this gram.
work, they were then sent to pre
The present program is the secflight schools to take up specialized ond the Navy instituted at Wooster
training necessary for aviation. , to use the college facilities for the
v
furtherance of the war effort In
At present there are 60 January 1942 the United States
men stilljraining at Wooster. This Naval - Flight Preparatory School
number may Be slightly supple' was opened to give naval cadets
mented. Present plans call for two
training as aviation pilots.
more graduation exercises, the first That program was discontinued in
at the end of the next eight weeks November 1944, after the navy's
and the second at the end of sixteen
weeks, said Prof. Charles Moke, own facilities made it possible to
civilian coordinator for the pro- - give this training.

t

Riots in Buenos
dead;
Farrell re'
ten
ported ready to resign. Rep. Helen
Douglass demands reopenings of

OCT.

A.

on February 7, 1946, Dr. Lowry
announced on receipt of this letter.
Over 600 trainees nave been grad'
uated from this program of instruc-tio- n
since its inauguration on July
28, 1944.
These Refresher Unit programs,
installed at eightolleges, gave men
from the fleet an opportunity to
study to become naval pilots. The
been tak'
work the trainees-havlevel,
college
includes
the
ing, at
Enghistory,
physics, mathematics,
lish, naval customs and physical

.-.-
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extra-curricul-

Dear Editor :

When a student comes to

Jean

Doll,

Live and Let Live
Heard on a Sunday morning:

"Tow let's see, if I

to church this morning and next wee,
"Oh, Mary, you go to
quarter"
church every Sunday. How about signing for me today? Thanhs loads."
. . . "And could your guest sign for me?"

I can cut for the

go

...

rest of the

a few months of college life. If
there ever was a change irifresh-men- ,
the above collegiate procla-

gone. Wilkerson, from K-says he's sorry he couldn't
stay longer . . you very, very
fortunate girls . . have you
found out if he's married yet,
Kathie? Thanks, Mr. Richardson, for a better understanding of the mysteries of
Were
mathematics . . . K-about
serious
goreally
you
?
ing to South Africa, Mrs.
Thanks, Esary, for your
passionate haircuts . . . guess
who? "Has anyone got a
'gouge' for the history quiz?"
I still don't know a gerund
from an adjective, Mrs. Mil.
ler, but I'm not doing too
badly am !? . . . Wisgardie.
To Provost, Fehner, Burdick,'
Esarey, and Suring (should
they get to read this), you've
been pretty good Joe's, and a
handshake to you. Let's see
now, we forgot someone
s
Oh yes!! Bowman. Sgt.
Bowman . . . Thanks for
the RBT's, ISU's, RBD's,
etc. etc. etc. . . . we can sure
use them now. If demerits
were war bonds, we'd be rich
beyond our dreams. So finalthanks for everything.
ly
So long ; . . Al.

In the first place it should be jstated that the arguments to be
presented herein are merely one persons views. They may and
may not be yours. Ho matter what your ideas may be, let us hear
them.

Compulsory church has its roots in the history yes, the very
nature of Wooster. The staunch Presbyterian fathers who founded
this college wanted to be sure their firm faith would be upheld, here
on the campus of their founding. Thus it is an established precedent
which the writer now undertakes to attac, a precedent so securely
settled in the policy of this college that it will tae much more than
a single editorial to shatter it. But perhaps a hose stone or two can
be noced away.
For one thing the principle behind compulsion is psychologically
wrong. Tio matter, how valuable a church service may be, there are
certain people who will turn away from it for the mere fact that
they MUST attend. Then, it seems as though there is some quality
lacking in a service which must compel attendance when it is sup'
posed to be of such great merit. If anything is worthwhile for its own
self why is compulsion necessary?
It is argued that college students are not sure of their philosophy
of life thus, they should be required to go to church in order to
establish one. This method might solve the problem, but will enforced
religion really bring the desired convictions and beliefs? There is no
doubt but that the religion or philosophy which a person develops of
his own choosing will far outweigh any doctrine to which he is re'
quired to be exposed. This "guiding hand" of compulsion cannot con'
tinue through life. An individual must mae his own decisions if these
decisions are to be of any value whatsoever. Here on a campus where
a religious aspect appears in many different situations be it a philos'
ophy class, a communion service, or an all'college sing, a church
service becomes another part of all that is Wooster, something to be'
long to and enjoy. People come here for these very reasons. Why
ruin an opportunity for voluntary recognition of these fundamental
values by tearing down the very freedom of thought which will
eventually establish firm beliefs?
. Actually, the campus would not turn into a pac of raving atheity
of students at
Many
of those who
tend revularh regardless of their allowed cuts.
feel they must not let those cuts go by untaen would most liely
attend even more regularly without such a system. And if there were
a, few Sundays when Jean felt lie sleeping; what major sin would
have been committed after all? Is our religion composed of nothing
but church attendance? We have a wonderful new minister, capable
most certainly of presenting something worth listening to at every
service. What a challenge' for him, what an acknowledgement of his
merits if this curse of compulsory church could be abolished. It must
be a great thrill for the minister and those taking part in the service
to appear before a congregation who were not "forced to attend".'

-toi-

mation produces that change. Such
a statement, however, usually is uttered to put across the viewpoints
of an upperclassman, riot to caution the entering student that his
ideas may be wrong and that he
should search for new horizons.

2.

After the prosaic (2nd definition
in Webster's Collegiate Dictionary) upperclassmen have succeeded
in knocking down a, frosh's ideas
about religion and life, they often
refuse to give him a lifting hand,
and even worse, give him nothing
in return for all that they have
taken from him.

Jun-Kin-

Do the above quotes bear any faint resemblance to anything you
may have heard lately? Perhaps one of them has. been yours. There
certainly are more ways than one to get around a rule, and Wooster
students can usually find them.
All this is leading up to a discussion of compulsory church, a topic
that is hashed over in every bull session, and one which appears to
have strong factions on both sides. The question has reached the stage
where it should no longer remain a heated discussion among small
groups, just another of the many gripes or traditions to be upheld, as the
case may be7It is time to bring it out in the light, hear the arguments
of each side, and above all, discover exactly how student opinion lies.
.

All entering frosh do not necessarily need a change. Some of them
should insist that some propulsive
and repulsive upperclassmen should
adopt a new way of life. Some
frosh must change, and others must
add more to their life s philosophy
But, as you see, to label an incom
ing and bewildered student with
the tag, You 11 change, is futile

...
Ar-les-

In adopting a more satisfactory
method for the regeneration of
freshmen, the upperclassmen, in
particular cases, ought to regener
ate themselves!

Ed. note: You're welcome . . .
and all best wishes to the
men of the Seventh Class.

RecpuAei

col-

lege, the upperclassmen immediately tell him that he will change in

ul

Sincerely,
Jack Holden

GUuAclt-- -
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pus organizations need willing
workers, who really get something
out of the activity they're in, not
just their picture in the Index. I m
against the typical "joiner", See
here, now you all listen to the East
Cleveland girl's advice!

"Hutch" and Mr. Hartman. Her
ambition is to get a job near
Wooster Now that's the spirit we- like to see!
.

"Rooming with a Phi Bete has
its compensations," says Betty Den-maShe has Purdue in mind
where she would like to do research
in biochemistry. You guessed it-- she's
a chem major. On the camshe's
active in modern dance,
pus,
chemistry club, Dominoes and
I. R. C. That look comes into her.
eyes when she speaks of noodles
and chocolate sauce but let's hope
not together! This summer she did
organic research in hypnotics no,
freshmen, not a form of hypnotism
She hopes to get enough money to
go to Alaska
graduation.
And, oh, yes, she plays the 'cello.
Let's let versatility speak for itself
n.

,

Frances Dat son is the
you frosh and sophs see
flitting around the lower Holden
dining rooms
an activity,
which, she says, takes a great deal
of time. She's a psychology major and after finishing (or being
finished) at Wooster, she hopes
to go into personnel work in the
form of rehabilitation. Pyramids,
Psychology Qlub, and Sociology
Club claim some of her leisure
moments. Her passion is steak
silly girl and she says she really
would like to be more on the ball
when it comes to understanding
head-waitre-

ss

...

I

after

...

night to celebrate the victory over
Capital. Hal Nelson's band is play
ing. Better watch him, Mac they
t By Cornie
may try to wear him out making
Operator, get me number 783
him play overtime.
and quietly. No, I can't talk any
That's all for Saturday, Mac.
louder. This is on the q.t, sister.
The program for Sunday seems to
Now see how fast you can get the be a continuation of the same plan.
boss. That's fine. Hello . . McGee? TRUMPS, ARROWS,
and
This is secret operator MacMurray DOMINOES are all having alumkeep an eye -calling. I got the dope you wanted, nae breakfasts.-Bette- r
Cocker
Conover of the Dominon
is perfect . . .
and Mac, the set-uthey may try kidnapping.
oes
too perfect. The place is ripe for She's a famous dancer, y' know.
a picking, so you'd better have the Sure, Mac, that's the one. There's
whole force handy. Here's the set- one more thing, tho'
an ALL- COLLEGE
Sunday
night.
SING
up.
The Campbell identification braceThey're having some kind of lets may be abroad, and the leader,
celebration this week Blackshear, is rumored carrying a
end and the joint will be lousy with recorder, so watch it, boss.
people. The first move comes on
That concludes the week end,
Friday and Saturday, night in Scott Mac. Can't think of anything else
oh, yeh about that noise comAuditorium. They've got a play
from the Big Four room last
ing
called "Blithe Spirit" cooked up. I
Friday;
that was a NINTH SECpersonally think it's a cover-up- ;
TION,
PARTY
for the freshman
they're out to get the Preston dia
fellas.
It
was on the level. There's
mond, which will probably be
else exciting, I guess.
there, Sure, Mac, I would if I were nothing
you. Now catch' this, Mac Satur What oh, that dead body w e
day morning there's three shindigs found strung up on Westminster's
goin' on. I think they're tryin' to clothes line? Yeh, it was finally
break up the crowd so they can identified' as the remains of Joyce
Jarmen. Her ghost writer murdered
pick 'em off easier. There's a her
because she wouldn't pay him
THIRD SECTION BREAKFAST
at some log cabin (nice set'Up for over a dime a week, poor guy. I'd
a murder), and a PEANUT a done the same thing if I'd a had
ALUMNAE BREAKFAST in enough rope. Well, so long Mclower Babcock. The IMPS are Gee. Let me know how things work
having one of the same at West out, and don't forget to sendin, that
minster. You'd better watch that extra guard. See ya next week,
is Mac.
one, boss a Michaels-Fitzgeralcoming and you know how Scotch
this town is. They might try to
bump her off. Irish, ya know. Now
the. next move is the HOME
COMING DANCE Saturday
The Midwestern Writers' Contakes away his power of choice. ference, sponsored by the Medill
It doesn't give him half as much School of Journalism of Northchance to think about religion, western University, is offering genmuch less compulsory church, eral prizes for fiction, features,
with an open mind. Immediately poetry, and radio, for which writhe asks where his freedom of wor ers not attending the Conference
ship is; he rebels consistently may compete. The deadline for
against it and devises methods in these manuscripts is July 1, 1946.
which to avoid it. .
Two $750 prizes will be awarded
Obviously there is hardly any for projected book manuscripts,
room for. inspirational thought. Is must be submitted by Jan. 1, 1946.
not the original meaning lost when A complete set of rules and a list
one must (a musty must) agree to of prizes with instructions will be
the obligation? Are students more mailed on recipt of a stamped, adlikely to take a keen interest in dressed envelope sent to the MidWriters'
Conference,
worship, church meeting, govern western
Fayerweather
X.,
Dept.
if
they
Hall,
etc.
are
compelled
ment,
to
111.
Evanston,
or will they become in
attend
different or even indignant towards
the persuasive measures taken?
J

Party Lines

Letters To
The Editor

2,

Lee Onthank,
Business Associates:
Ruth Row, Lit Webster, Lois Cornell,
Barbara Noe, Joan Summers, Joyce Shaw, Marilyn Cor dray, Arline Malachek.

ar

but cam

activities, yes,

Here are a few parting words
from the boys:
"Monk" Allocca says thanks
to Becky Whitaker for the
use of her golf clubs . . . too
bad it didn't win him the
tournament. Platoon K 1
wants to know what "Liz"
Baker is going to do for rides
now that Adams' Austin
-- (that beoo-tiflimousine) is.
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E

bot-tie-

renew acquaintances.
Until then we'll just say, "So
long, Wooster"

Editor

I

Ha-wa- ll

again

Managing Editor
Make-u-

.

Jean Eberling
Jordan Miller, Dave Pfleiderer

Staff Associates:

Feature Editor

RO C
ff IP OIJ ILD

One of the more pleasant voices
who carols Babcock
into
said phone is none other, than Bet'
sy Spencer. While not answering
the phone, she concentrates on her
majors, philosophy and music, and,
as a sideline, does work(!) for the
Voice, business manages the Girls'
Chorus, belongs to Trumps, and
is a senior counselor. She hopes to
go to school and do graduate work
in' history. We re sure' Dr. Lowry's
interest in Princeton' does not coin-sid- e
with hers, because he undoubtedly is not Bill Jones conscious
but, who knows? Her other inter-est- s
are Mother's home cooking in
the form of chocolate meringue pie.
Last summer her job - in a - war
s
plant consisted of filling water
for the. big executives. Just call
her "Gunga Din". While she knits,
Betsey says, "I'm in favor of

(Enroute to Olathe, Kansas)
All hands of the Naval
Academic Refresher Unit
who graduated Oct. 15 want
to thank you, Wooster College, for a very pleasant stay
before continuing on to' newer horizons. We have enjoyed
your friendliness and companionship both in and out
of classes. With us are pleasant and humorous memories
of 'cokes and smokes' at the
Shack, 'malts and shakes' at
the Union, and dates on the
campus. Perhaps in the not
too distant future we may

$1.50 per year

Room 15, Kauke Hall

Editorial Offices

AwcUflt!

vyy

Published weekly during school year except vacation periods

Betty
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Writers Contest
Oilers Prizes

'
By Jordan Miller
As Dr. Ferm would say, "There is no such thinglts
. . ." this is hardly disputable and his point
is well'taken.
There are. however, such things as choice, understanding, and
maturity. Religion is, in one way, a religion of choice, understanding
and reasonable maturity. In compulsory church there is no choice; if
there is understanding of the religion itself, there is certainly none in the
manner in which it is impressed; and finally there is no maturity
involved . , . to understand religion requires mental development,
to have it crammed down one's throat insures an offensive reaction.
Wooster's educational system evolves around certain religious
beliefs and is naturally anxious to
elections
get this across in her method as ed for two presidential
much as possible. That's logical . . . now because he was too lazy or did
but the method involved is not.
not consider his individual vote im
portant enough to bother with, so
Not Enough Publicity
LOOKING AHEAD
It seems that Wooster ought to he just avoided the responsibility
laws saying that a
There
no
are
Gum Shoe Hop scripts are
be able to supply enough atmos- . . . But try to forcefully make him school can t be progressive and lib
vote, taking away his choice and
due Dec. 15. The Senate anphere and religious curiosity, to
eral and still exert lots of religious
ready
is
Doe
and
birthright,
John
to develop a sense
nounces that the annual musi
influenceLAndexJwheii4rQu
of responsibility or better, sincerity todiOcTTiefencjdemacracy:
cal comedy, student - written,
come right down to it, it's the in
towards religion. There are several
Freedom of Religion?
fluence and the atmosphere sup
acted, and directed, will be
good organizations in the school
does compulsory church plied that's important, certainly
And
so
given on or around George
which ' are " basically religious - and have its ill effects. It infringes up not" stringent rules which only," in
Washington's Birthday i t
are doing a fine job in many fields on the students' feelings , of re many cases, cause the opposite
traditional date.
of discussion, social activities, stim- sponsibility, and maturity and
Amen
ulating interest, etc. But for one
thing, these groups lack enough
WEDNESDAY THURSDAY
TUESDAY
SUNDAY
FRIDAY
MONDAY
proper publicity.
Congressional Y.W. 6:45-7:4- 5
Clericus
Geology 8
There seems to be no effort to
6:45-7:4- 5
Student-Facult- y
Y.M.
Club
Glee
S.E. F.
7:30
supply students with enough inOrchestra
Debate 8
A year should be sufficient time in which to give this new freedom formation as to the benefits or ac
Corporation
8
Spanish
a trial. Wouldn't it be worth the chance to gain the advantages of complishments of their respective
Chemistry
voluntar religion? The situation as it now stands is certainly vnot groups. Those interested in religPembroke 8
Philosophy
Art Guild 8
Apprentices 8
Glee Club
Whv not ELIMINATE COMPULSORY ious work will naturally be the first
Math 8
one tn be admired.
these
organGlee Club
S. E. F.
to take active part in
Sociology 8
S. W.
JRC
CHURCH?
izations . . . but the problem is to
Phi Alpha Theta
Orchestra
Senate 9
interest those who are indifferent
French 8
or ignorant of their functions. In
S.E. F.
Congressional Y.W. 6:45r7:45 Glee Club
Classical 8
this way, these organizations can
6:45-7:4Y.M.
5
Glee Club
German 8
help immeasureably towards a betOrchestra
8
Debate
ter objective religion.
Senate 9
People are just naturally rebel- S. E. F.
Glee Club
Congressional International
Senate
,Jhat
'
waysvsifoaf
atibnsT-Glee Club
Forthl'g1iHy7:30
out in most anytning tnat numans
Orchestra- Psychology
take for granted. For examine; John
,
Q EKQl'IRE. INC.. 104S.
Doe, American citizen, hasn't vot'
Reprinted from the November issue of Esquire
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SCOTS PLAY CAPITAL GRIDDERS HERE SATURDAY
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There has been quite a lot of talk abouj the Wooster football team
JV.vw.,.y
recently. Many people have been talking rather loosely about it. I say
Ay.'.vv.'.v.'.OXv.
loosely because they know nothing about the facts. They are the kind
of people who like to hear themselves talk, even though they don't say
much: "After the Navy boys leave, there won't be anything but aJ
few sailor substitutes, civilian
and veterans," was what this
sports writer overheard not so long ago. This person has a rather pessi'
mistic view pn thejsituation, as do many others on the college campus.
4
This attitude is not one to be desired and, if it exists, the team, which
is out there on the field doing its best, will give up in disgust also.
As everyone knows, Parsons is leaving and he is indeed a great loss,
but JNilo did a good job or running last Saturday and. could very nicely
take Parson's place. With Adair and Ledford missing from the lineup,
Horvath, Tarquinio, and McAlpin ought to be showing their full value.
Harrison and Minnox, the two centers, will be leaving, and this presents
a major problem, but Sabula will
be here to take over. Stallings will
be missing, but Katherman and
Lamb are capable of taking the end
posts. Kerr, Stucker; and Ghering
will still be on hand, so the" tackle
situation is not altered much. In the
On Saturday, Oct. 13, a Denison
n
backfield Ladd, Bentz, Hutton, home'coming crowd of
2,000 saw
Nilo, Michler, Foxen, and Carey its Big Red defeat Wooster by a
can be counted on. So, if one looks 13'6 score.
It was an evenly
at the situation this wayhe will matched
contest all the way
find that Wooster has as good a through, but, with the
spectacular
chance in the fiiture as it did nrev- - running o
"""""- ious to this week. You can expect was able to edge the Scots
Courtesy of Tbc WooMer Dtfly Record
out.
things frqm this football team yet For the Scots, Parsons was
1st Row: Pederson, Longley, Horvath, Sabula, Stucker, Parsons, Adair, Panaresse.
out'
this season. They have been play standing in his last game for Woos.
2nd Rowt Coach Swigart, Hider, Shaw, Foxen, Kerr, Michler, McAlpin, Baker, Coach Munson.
ball all ter. Katherman and Nilo
ing consistently
3rd Row: Tarquinio, Katherman, Nilo, Stallings, Ladd, Hogan, Carey, Earp.
both
along and should keep it up in the played good ball. '
4th Row: Colaneri, Black, Stambaugh, Ledford, Hutton, Gaver, Wing, Benbz.
future.
5th Row: Naftzger, Graham, Earns, Harrison, Minnox, Ghering, Lamb, Koch, manager.
It took practically the entire first
quarter before either team was
had a picnic for last years mem'
Turning now to baseball which able to make any threat for a
bers at Galpin Park. In order to
is a dead sport at this time of the score. With about a minute left
work up an appetite (?) w e
year, there are some interesting before the second quarter, Rieff in'
played some baseball and then
HOME-COMIN- G
notes which might be gathered up. tercepted a Parsons' pass intended
hamburgers, cocoa, and ap
The managerial post for the for Stallings, and was brought
pie
pie.;
Pittsburgh Pirates is still in the down on Wooster 's 32. Mukaihata
With Wooster Home'coming day lineup will be vets. They will
hands of Frank Frisch. For a long then advanced the ball to the 16
By Anne Ferguson
The golf tournament will b e
Saturday the Wooster Scots have two seniors, five juniors, and
on
time there was a lot of talk con' yard line on a left end run. Stauf'
starting very soon so if you haven't
ARCHERY
look to a heavy Capital University
cerning Frisch's release from Pitts' fer, on a lateral from the
three seminary students.
already signed up why not do so
4:30-5:3Man.,
and
.Wed.
team for their first triumph.
burgh. Perhaps, because the Pirates
ran to the third yard line.
right away. There are always your
Joe Keltner, a marine veteran, DANCING
haven't been able to do much in the With four downs to make a touch' Capital University has triumphed
roommates' clubs if ybvu don't own
who plays left tackle on the dc
Mon., Tues. and Thurs.,
last few years in winning the pen' down, Owen fumbled and the ball in the two games that they have
your
own. The sun has been out
fense and right tackle on the of' GOLF
nant, people got to thinking that was recovered by the Scots for a played so far. They won over
the
past couple of days in case you
fense is their sparkplug. Hes a big
Tues. and Thurs. 4:30-5:3the best thing to 'do would be to touchback. The quarter ended with Muskingum 13 to 0, and Kenyon
haven't seen it so we hope you're
rugged hard fighting player and HOCKEY
get a new manager. Then, too, Wooster taking possession of the 38 to 0. This will be by far the
getting your tennis tournament
Tues. and Wed. 4; 30-- ; 30.
Frisch is not too well liked because ball on its own 20. On the first heaviest . team ; that Rooster has weighs about 198 pounds. They
match played. The second round
also have a fast full back in Paul
of his quick temper. Well, the play, Wooster fumbled, and Deni' played and will play this season.
SWIMMING
be finished by this Friday.
must
The Capital team is made up Klopfer.
t
whole mystery was finally settled son took over again. With good
Mon. and Wed.
P.M.
Hockev Club still can use a few
Capital works most of its plays
not so long ago when it was an' blocking and running by Mukai' almost entirely of returned veterSat. morning 11:15'11:45.
more players and we may even
nounced that Frank Frisch would hata the ball was advanced to the ans. Ten members of their first fro mthe T'formation although it TENNIS
have another game with the foot'
carry on next year. He won't be 2 yard stripe. From here Owen team and their probable starting often shifts to an unbalanced line
Sat. morning 10:30-11:3bal team if we can get ahold of
with a single wing back.
expected to win the pennant but plunged over for the first score qf
v On Monday evening the W.A.A.
helmets and shoulder pads.
some
first down. With several downs to
his main task is to build up the the ball game. Owen's placement
go, Nilo, on the fourth, finally ran
WISCONSIN ought to provide LAKES. SOUTHERN CALIteam.
was good, making the score 7'0. L through his
own left tackle to make
a pretty even match but watch the FORNIA with last week's loss
. Late in the second quarter,
the score 13 '6. Ladd. was unable to
fighting ILLINOIS team edge out should be up for the game with
Mukaihata
intercepted
would'be
a
As for the New York Yankees,
convert.
With the 1945 football season the WISCONSIN team. MINNE- COLLEGE OF PACIFIC, so we
earlier in the season Joe McCarthy Hutton to Stallings pass on his own
Later in the third quarter the well under way it shouldn't be so SOTA will have more perfection take SOUTHERN CAL in this
said that he was through because 35, and, after reversing his field sev Scots looked as if they might make
hard to predict the winners. The and power than NORTHWEST- one. TENNESSEE. a n d ALAof bad health. Recently Larry Mac' eral times, the shifty Japanese half' another score. From their own 47
ERN, The
DAME BAMA are goingtbbattle to a
Phail announced that McCarthy back raced, to the Wooster seven the Scots drove to the 13 yard line first one is going to shock all you
be
should
game
walk
a
for tie but don't ask wh'yHOLY
away
line.
yard
seconds
With
seven
re
arden OHIO STATE fans, and
had signed a year's contract,
the Irish, but what else could one CROSS will be ahead all through
maining in the first half, Rieff, where they ran out of downs. To'
they tell us that there are a few of expect. GEORGIA TECH
upset the game with BROWN. SOUTHfrom the T position, ran outside his ward the end of the game, the
Scots
again took the ball from their such people around here. But we The way' halfback Jim Boswell is ERN METHODIST will have too
It is probably thought by many left tackle for another tally with a
that the St. Louis Cardinals will fraction of a second to spare. own 45 to the 21 but the game think that ,thc PURDUE Boiler playing for OBERLIN we think much for RICE. DENISON does
win the .pennant next year. It is be' Owen's attempt to convert was not ended before they could go far' Makers are going to hand
the DEPAUW should be an easy vie not quite have enough to beat
ther.
OHIO STATE boys their first de- tim. MARQUETTE should not BALDWIN WALLACE, so we
lieved by some of the opposition in good.
the National League that they will
Coming back in the second half, WOOSTER
DENISON feat of the season. ILLINOIS and have much trouble with GREAT take
be so strong that some teams will the Scots, with a 13 point deficit
Lamb
L.E.
McCormick
have to benefit by the overflow. looked like a rejuvenated team.
Stucker
L.T.
Rotz
The pitchers expected back Ladd kicked off to the 5 yard line
Adair
L.G.
Miller
from the services are Ernie White, where Owen took it to the 28. Af-te- r
Harrison
C.
Lance
Howie Pollet, Al Brazle, George
four downs, Denison punted, Horvath
R.G.
Cassel
Munger, Max Lanier, Howard and Hutton, receiving it on his own
Ghering
Oberlin
R.T.
Krist, Johnny Beazley, and Murray 46, drove to the 37 yard marker
Stallings
R.E.
Whipple
Dickson; Walker Cooper' is rated before he was brought down. From
Parsons
QRieff
as the best catcher in both leagues. this time Denison was unable to
L.H.
Bentz
Stauffer
i nen oian jviusiai, uanny Litwiier, put the brakes on the Scots until Hutton
R.H.
Mukaihata
Harry Walker and Jimmy Brown, they racked up 6 points. Nilo took Michler
F.
Owen
Marion, Klien, Verban, Kurowski, the ball to the 23 for a first down.
0 13
13
0
0
Sanders, Schoendierist will be Parsons, after running the ball to Denison
0
0
6
around. Probably ho team has ever the 14, passed to Katherman who Wooster
owned such an array of talent.
reached the 7 yard line for another Touchdowns Owen,: ReifF, Nilo
Point after touchdown'Owen.
bubstitutiens, WosttrrW T TT"gTl
Katherman, Damann, ends; McAl'
pin and Tarquinio, guards; Kerr
and Minnox, tackles; Nilo,Foxen
and Ladd, backs. Denison: Craig,
guard ; MacLafferty and Schuler,
centers; Lareau, back.
Bever and North Streets
Phone 400
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The COLLIER PRINTING Co.

Printed and Engraved Stationery
We service all makes of typewriters

Hello Alumni

Bill Shack"
Few as good, none better than

Morrison's Barber Shop
Opposite Hotel Wooster
Phone 384-206 E. Liberty
K

There are things about supplying your footwea. needs that we
want you to know. You need good shoes, careful personal fitting
service at a store you can depend upon. We are just such a store
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We carry Bass Wejuru and Other School Styles

TAYLOR apd HOSMER

Say it with Flowers from
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Wooster Floral
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Navy Graduates
Receive Awards

9rM

Ilarlman Odyssey

(Continued from Page 1)
The first meeting of the Classical
Club will be held at the home of
wife and young son
Certificates were awarded to 55 Hartman, his
Mr. Hiatt Monday, Oct 29. Ar-thAmerica.
for
sailed
men of the Naval Academic Re- Jan,
Cowles, son of Dr. Cowles,
Once here he again contacted
fresher Unit at graduation exercises
will talk on Ancient and Modern
the college chapel Monday eve- Disney, who gave him the repreRome. Art served with the Fifth in
This is the seventh class of sentation for Mexico and part of
ning.
Army when Rome was taken and
the V-- 5 unit to finish at Wooster. Latin America. Fate continued to
has just recently returned from
From here, the trainees will go play in his favor, and after three
Italy.
Olathe, Kans. for
years in Mexico he and his family
Do you thrill to the strains of to
the
entered the United States on the
graduating
Many of
the Marseillaise? Do you long to training.
class are veterans of active duty in last three immigration visas issued.
shout, "Viva la France"? All you
the Pacific and Atlantic theatres of Now he was able to retire from
French enthusiasts watch for fur'
business and return to his real
ther announcements about the war.
Medal for outstanding work, philosophy. While teaching
The
Air
French Club. New plans and ideas
heroism - w a s - presented by Lt. at - Lake Forest Academy, Lake
as yet unrevealed are going to be
Comm. John Permenter to Robert Forest, 111.," he also studied a t
put into effect under the leader-shi- p Harvey Gregory, of North Adams, Northwestern University and was
of the new president, Jackie
able to continue his writing. His
and to D. G. Hubbard.
-TheisrMiss Ihrigr club- - sponsorer, Mass.A Secretaryof
the Navy James latest worklsyTfie Moral Situation
For
says that French Club will be open
Approach to
A
Forrestal, Lt. Comm. Permenter
to all second year students and
awarded the Presidential Unit Cita- Ethics.
those who have completed the
tion to Francis L. Stallings, of
Dr. Hartman believes that ethics
course.
N.
J. R. E. Bluer, and should be made an exact science, as
Phi Sigma Iota met Monday eve'
H. J. Kisler. These three men certain as physics or mathematics.
ning at the home of Mr. Olthouse.
with an
He regards the whole experience of
The speaker was Sgt Ralph Carl, served
crew in the Atlantic and were cited Germany in the past few decades
a former member of the society,
for their resourcefulness which led
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Form Publishes
Encyclopedia
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Field-Theoretic-

Had-denfiel-

anti-submari-
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d,

ne

as a giant laboratory, in which can

who spent eight weeks this summer
at the Sorbonne as part of his
Army career. He discussed life in
Paris as it is today. The program
also included the initiation of two
new members, Betty Ann Baker
and Joan Ray.
The first meeting of Sigma Delta
Pi will be held to elect new mem'
bers.Theywillbe received into
the society during December.
Phi Alpha Theta, the history
honorary fraternity m a r k e d its
first meeting of the year, an initia'
tion of the new members. This was
held Thursday in lower Babcock
aT7 :00 P.M. Five new members
will be initiated this year.
Only students who have a minimum of 12 hours credit in history
of A's and Bs and 23 of then-othcollege work in A's and B's
are eligible for membership.
Miss Dunham will speak on "Re
cent Historical Revelations About
the War", an analysis of events
that have come to light with the
conclusion of the war.
Officers for 194546 are: president, Lilamay Walkden; vice president and program chairman, Dr.
Aileen Dunham;
secretary, Peg
Ackerman and treasurer, John
Frentz. Other members are Dr. W.
J. Hail, Mr. C. Ellsworth, Mr. A.
Southwick, Becky Whitaker, Bob
Forsberg and Bob Kendall.
The club program for the year
will concern the "History of Histo-

to the capture and boarding of a be seen the workings of good and
off French West Afi-c- a
Nazi
evil.
1944.
in June
In addition to the impressive list
Speaker for the evening was Dr. of accomplishments above, Dr.
Warren P. Spencer, of the biology Hartman also plays the cello, is
U-bo- at

department. His topic was, "They
Also Serve". The invocation and
benediction were pronounced by
Rev. C. John L. Bates.
For- - highest cholastic-ratings,
recognition was made to Joseph R.
Adler, Watertown, N. Y.; Joseph
A. Boothroyd, Jr., Philadelphia;
Seymour Miller, Chicago; Alexan.
der NibHillside, N.' J.; Richard
A. Stauff, Spring Valley, N. Y.:
and Louis T. Staiano, Brooklyn.
Of the 55 men who graduated,
two were members of Coast Guard
and seven were members of the
Marine Corps.
A new V-- contingent of about
25 men arrives this week.
Commanding officer of the naval
unit is Lt, Comm. John Permenter,
College coordinator for NARU is
Charles B. Moke. At the exercises,
members of the college faculty
were present in their academic
-s-

er

interested in photography, and is a
lay reader in the Episcopal Church.
Mrs. Hartman was a professional
designer before her marriage and
is now generously lending her tal
ents to the cast of "Blithe Spirit"
by helping with the costuming.

MIGRATORS PLEASE

NOTE'
Don Shaw, Migration Day
chairman, has posted lists in
the dormitories for students
who want to go in the chartered buses to the Baldwin
Wallace-Wooste- r
game Friday, Oct. 27. Round trip
tickets will be 1.25.

5

gowns.

t

f-

-

ke

"Encyclopedia of Religion", a
book of some eight hundred and
fifty pages, edited by Vergilius
Ferm was published last week by
the Philosophical Library of New
York. Dr. Ferm has been at work
nearly four years in an effort to
produce a standard reference-worfor desk use.
i

Dean Announces Awards in Chapel;
Names Seven New Phi Bela Kappas
Recognition of superior achieve'
ment for 17 college students high;
lighted the chapel program on Oct.
12. Seven seniors have been elected
to Phi Beta Kappa membership
while the other ten won alumni
awards.

COUNTER

.

reapKed

Senate Requests

Awards were given to the following: Margaret Ackerman and
William Johns, who won the Edward Taylor Prize Scholarships for
the highest and second highest academic standing in the freshman
and sophomore years; Marian
Loehlin, the Elias Compton Fresh- man rnxz tor tne highest standing
in scholarship and the Caroline
Pfouts Harrold Prize for the highest generalaverage at"theclose of
the freshman year; Robert Forsberg, the Class of 1875 Prize in
Oratory for the winner of the
Junior Oratorical Contest ajid one
of the two College Prizes in Oratory.

5.

8-- 3,

vice-preside-

FRIDAY

nt

SATURDAY
Stadium
Capital University vs. Wooster
Reception for Alumni," Parents and
Babcock
Faculty
.....
Scott Auditorium
"Blithe Spirit"
Gymnasium
Dance

4 : 30 P. M.

8:00 P. M

8:30 P.M.

PUBLIC SQUARE

w

.v.v

.v. v.

w

,v.v oio.v

X

U .N DAY
Church Service
Westminster
11:00 A.M.
President Emeritus Charles F. Wishart
S
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THEATRE
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1.50

The Gift Corner

Scott Auditorium

"Blithe Spirit" ......

2:15 P. M.

semes-

"

59C

8:00 P.M.

their goal after six

ters. Robert Forsberg was elected
to membership after seven semesters.

The atmosphere was set by Dean
Taeusch with an address, "Parable
One hundred and ninety schol- of the Talents". Mary Z. Johnson,
local professor of political science
ars, among them Dr' Coolidge,
and president of Wooster's Phi
Miss Newnan, and Dr. Ellsworth,
have contributed articles. The vol- Beta Kappa chapter, then called
forward the newlyelected memume deals with every denomina- bers. Those honored
were Carol
tion and hundreclso fehgibus Gordon, Robert Kendall, Mary
cults; with Judaism and Catholicism; with the religions of the
world including Buddhism, Mohammedanism, and die religions of
(Continued from Page 1)
China, Japan, and India; with the Dean Taeusch, Mr. Bates, and Mr.
books of the Bible and the latest Gore; and six members of the fac
The other College Oratorical
10-ulty.
(Notice
the
odds:
Ed.)
Prize was won by Martha Jane
information as to their authorship
and composition. Subjects such as The vote to abolish the announce-ment- s Pratt. She also won the Martin D.
stood
the three votes Kneeland Prize for the best oratheology, philosophy, psychology, opposing the
discontinuing being tion in the field of religion or
sociological concepts, musicology, those of Dr. Lowry, Mr. Craig, and ethics. Betty Mae Myers
and Mary
literary figures having to do with a student member. . Three, of the Elen McCarron won the Netta
religion, church history, religious faculty members and two students Strain Scott Prizes in art. Miss
did not attend the meeting.
McCarron and Boyd L. Daniels
education, and American lecturetook the William Miles Wishard
beThis
decision
was taken up
ships on religions are treated also.
fore the Senate Monday evening at Prize in Greek. Wiliam Johns and'
The list of contributors includes which time this organization voted jQhnJYpder shared the Joseph Cul
Canadian as well as American for a positive recommendation of a ler Prize in physics. Carolyn Snyder a freshman, took the Westscholars and representatives from reconsideration of the question by
chapel committee..
Student minster Shorter Cathechism Prize.
every major American university the
opinion is urged on the matter. See
The formal Phi Beta Kappa inand seminary. Some of them are: Jean Wagner, Bob
Agnew, Annelu itiation was held Wednesday, Oct.
Goodspeed, Brightman,' Finkelstein, Hutson, or Sally Wade. The fresh- 17 at the home of Mrs. Emerson
Colwell, Shirley Jackson C.a s e, man
is yet to be Miller. Tea was served by Mrs.
elected.
Miller.
Haydon, Rufus Jones, Neihbuhr,
E F. Scott, Weigle, and Sweet.
Those with Wooster connections
(not previously mentioned) are
.
SMART STATIONERY
Fred Eastman, M. M. Knappen,
and Ernest Wright, alumni, and
Plain and Colored Air Mail - Floral Notes
S. Terrier, a former professor.
:
k

1

were served.
I.R.C. met last Wednesday evening with Miss Dunham giving a
report on Building tne reace as
a subsequent to her Chapel talk on
a survey of the summer's news. The
next meeting or I.R.U. will be
Wednesday, Oct. 24 at which time
ry-Art
new members will present skits as
Guild met last Friday at part of their initiation.
which time Betty Myers presented . , The last meeting of the German
plans for the Club for the coming Lclub was held in Lower Babcock on
year. Afterwards the group did rMonday, Oct. 15. Dr. Robert S.
finger painting and refreshments Hartman of the philosophy depart
ment spoke to the group on "The
Future of Germany". The newly
elected officers for the year . are ;
president, Bruce Strait; vice president, Helen Agricola; and
SHOP-WIS- E
reasurer,
Jean King. Plans
for the year include a German
-bingo party on Nov. 5, a Bach
program presented by, Mr, Richard
T. Gore, and, in the not too distant future, one of the Wooster-famou- s
dirndl dances.
She's young! She's lovely! She's
THE Corporation held its first
dance!
going to the
What's more, she craves something meeting of the year at Dr. Tostle-be'- s
on Wednesday, Oct. 10. It
out of the ordinary to make it a
real occasion. Freedlanders is ready was a social meeting (oh that
to leap to the rescue with dozens of pumpkin pie!) and officers were
elected. President is Betty Talbot;
bright wools and swoosh blacks.
We noticed in particular a wool vice president, Don McCarley; secwith a viyjd yellow top and slight- retary, Linda Wells; treasurer, Jerly gathered black skirt. Featuring ry Deuble.
Psychology Club will hold an
cap sleeves and jeweled fobs at the
rounded neckline and slim waist, open meeting at 7 p.m. Tuesday in
this one sells at $14.95. Colors, as Kauke 261. Mr. Sharp will be the
-- well
as the price are prqperiylspeakeriorthevenmg and every
one interested is invited.
boot!
,
Double-buckle- d
as well as doubly
useful, a slick, beautifully tailored Freshman Forum
gabardine dress an be had in a
subtle beige or a lovely warm cocoa
Next. Sunday morning the Freshbrown." Equally good for both the man Forum will have the privilege
game and the dance, this $10.95 of hearing Bill Minor, who is a
dress has a fly front and
Negro law student at Michigan.
length sleeves. And put
away the Spencer this dress absolutely eliminates the. "before" Once-a-yea- r

Ellen McCarron, Mildred Moore,
Jean jttauV and Jack Wilson who

Wool Sport
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Johnny Weismuller
Brenda Joyce in

"Tarzan and the
Amazons"

g

1

Beautifully styled, custom type
details, built up two way collar

Wool

100

7.95

-

9.85

SUNDAY MONDAY
--

Edward G. Robinson
Margaret O'Brien in

Part wool and part rayon

$4.95 to 6.95

"Our Vines Have
Tender Grapes"

HICK MISTER

TUES. - WED. - THURS.

-

Humphrey Bogart
Alexis Smith in

MORRISON'S

"Conflict"

Better Barbers

er

look.
Big and bulky green buttons distinguished a horsey looking light
green and black plaid. Long sleeves
with a buttoned band, and a Peter
Pan colar complete the assembly.

And incidentally, the shoulder fea
tures the new pleated look a la
Vogue,

An outstanding magenta suit is
shown at Freedlanders. The vibrant
color, plus the battle jacket coat
and 6lim skirt with kick pleat fore
and aft, makes this outfit a bar
gain at $19.95. Of 100
wool,
the jackefrlfeferC:- ihat-are
aglitter with silver stars.

-

We have an ample supply of all wool and part
wool shirts.

.

,

three-quart-
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Sale

TUSSY

South East Corner Public Sq.

Rich cream
Reg.

1,75

Now

WOOSTER, OHIO

Muskof f Drugs

Always First With

Cor. Buckeye and Liberty Sts.

Smart New
Styles

Phone 999

GEO. H. LAHM
221 East Liberty Street

Wooster, Ohio

Accordion posies studded
--

;

1.00

--

Cary March

Ok

'15

Laundry

ELLIOTTS
Dry Cleaning

New Selection

Costume Jewelry
Only LOO Jo 3.95

brilliants,

.

See bur agent

on softest cashmere (85

rabbit hair).

panion-pastel- s.

In

'

a charming duet of

with

wool,
com-j-
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unior..Skes

$22s

BEEDLNDE3B
Regular Store Hours Wednesdays 9 AM. to 5:30 P.M.
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